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Nitinol (NiTi) 
A shape memory alloy that  
“remembers” an engineered 
shape when heated.

Recovery Force



S.M.A.R.T.
Shape Memory Alloy Recovery Therapy

Recovery Force created 
S.M.A.R.T. technology  

Wearable Massage™ by 
incorporating nitinol with  
our proprietary algorithm, 

to deliver rhythmic,  
sequential compression.
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Recover Your Best Self™
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4  /  Innovations

Recovery Force

RECOVERY FORCE PHILOSOPHY

Our goal in creating S.M.A.R.T. technology is to maintain and enhance human performance 
— before and after engaging in missions. 

Recovery Force gear combines phase-change materials with our patented S.M.A.R.T. 
technology. Our gear is designed to be worn on a person’s body to provide increased blood 
flow to fatigued muscles and connective- and soft-tissue groups via a series of rhythmic, 
sequential compressions. 

The result is Recovery Force’s exclusive “Wearable Massage™.”

We developed S.M.A.R.T. 
technology to allow service men 
and women to recover their best 
selves — before and after missions.



Innovations
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Recovery Force Branded Products

Our portfolio of products target muscles 
of key body parts to deliver physical 
enhancement for activity-based 
applications. 

Our technology solutions are also available 
for private label or co-branding partner 
arrangements.

Joint Development

We work with business partners to 
create cooperative designs to meet their 
target market needs. Recovery Force 
supports asynchronous collaboration or 
real-time synchronous collaboration.

Original Design Under License

We provide development materials and 
knowledge transfer of our core IP to 
partners who wish to create their own 
unique solutions to address specific 
market needs. 

By leveraging our technology with 
partners’ experience and perspective, 
our design and market knowledge 
programs can deliver a distinct solution 
or a key competitive advantage.    



Recovery Force
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Integral Component or Worn Separately

S.M.A.R.T. gear can help eliminate 

soldier fatigue in programs such as 

Tactical Assault Light Operator Suit 

(TALOS), Warrior Web or other 

exoskeleton concepts.

Flexible Applications

S.M.A.R.T. gear can be worn before, 

during and after any physical activity 

— under or over fatigues, or embedded 

in future armor pads — improving 

circulation and enhancing agility, 

speed, strength and reaction time.

Integral Component or Worn Separately

S.M.A.R.T. can boost crew performance 

during long missions for ground vehicle 

operators, unmanned aerial system 

operators, and other confined space 

control center operations.

Application Benefits

S.M.A.R.T. technology prevents blood 

from pooling (i.e., venous stasis), aiding 

in cockpit or command center alertness 

during tasking conditions. Its rhythmic, 

sequential compression can serve to help 

eliminate crew fatigue.

Integral Component or Worn Separately

S.M.A.R.T. gear utilizes active or 

passive heating to positively affect an 

individual’s core temperature against 

extreme cold environments. 

Application Benefits

Applications include military free fall 

operations from high altitude and static/

dynamic land and maritime operations. 

S.M.A.R.T. gear is lightweight and does 

not interfere with typical body gear 

worn or carried.

Integral Component or Worn Separately

S.M.A.R.T. gear can enhance aircrew 

performance during long sorties in 

space, reconnaissance, fighter, or air 

mobility aircraft. Its compression boosts 

blood flow and invigorates muscles.

Application Benefits 

S.M.A.R.T. is silent and unobtrusive, 

whether built into a flight suit or as  

standalone gear. Future versions can 

include sensors for health monitoring 

integration to eliminate pneumatic 

G-suits for 6th Generation Fighters.

Unique Applications

Combat Gear HALO GearFlight/Space Suits Confined Spaces
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Recovery Aid

S.M.A.R.T. gear can be used for 

therapeutic techniques to assist in the 

treatment and rehabilitation of disabled 

service members by relieving muscle 

tension and promoting relaxation.

S.M.A.R.T. can provide recovery support 

to soldiers post-injury or exertion, 

and as part of Wounded Warrior 

rehabilitation.

S.M.A.R.T. is also undergoing testing to 

evaluate its ability to aid in the treatment 

of post-traumatic stress disorder.

Physical Therapy 

S.M.A.R.T. gear can be used for 

therapeutic purposes, to prevent and 

alleviate a variety of common ailments 

in the field:

• Deep vein thrombosis (DVT)

• Lymphedema; Primary and 

Secondary

• Injury post sports trauma

• Wounds 

• Overuse and overexertion

• Enhanced blood flow and 

supplementary oxygen reduces risk 

of pulmonary edema

Helps with Common Field Issues

S.M.A.R.T. gear can alleviate field-

related issues, including DVT, fatigue, 

inflammation and over-exertion.

Conducive to Field Operations Use

Future versions can include combat 

health management integration and 

biometric monitoring systems to ensure 

battle-readiness. S.M.A.R.T. technology 

is mobile and comfortable, and much 

easier to use than other systems that 

employ hoses, pumps, and bladders.

Preparation and Readiness

S.M.A.R.T. gear complements physical 

fitness activities at all levels, fueling 

ongoing readiness compliance efforts:

• Injury prevention with the fit to fight 

assessment program

• As part of a Morale, Welfare and 

Recreation Program, it is effective 

for marathon, cross-country or other 

forms of endurance training

S.M.A.R.T. can assist the special forces 

operator—the military’s ultimate athlete 

—in mission warm-up and cool down.  

Unique Applications

Medical Physical Rehabilitation Wounded Warrior Therapy Training & Fitness



Key Improvement Statistics

S.M.A.R.T. products demonstrate 
increased blood flow.  
Our products are also complementary 
with other solutions.
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Recovery ForceRecovery Force

S.M.A.R.T. technology produces moderate heat. 

A recent study conducted at the University of 
Loughborough in Great Britain concluded that passive 
heating of the thighs between warm-up completion 
and performance execution can attenuate the decline 
in Tm and improve sprint cycling performance. 

100%
Increased venous return in 
the proximal zone

50-100%
Increased venous return for 
all zones



Venous Flow Test Results
Subject Tested in Static Supine Position

Recover Your Best Self™
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1. Baseline: Normal Healthy Venous Flow 2. S.M.A.R.T. Applied with Macro Adjustment Only

3. S.M.A.R.T. applied with macro adjustment PLUS with engaged active 
compression (100% increase in venous flow)

Tactile compression increases 
when a subject is in motion. 
When a subject is in motion rather than in a supine 
position, the sequential compressions delivered by 
S.M.A.R.T. gear to the targeted zone will feel stronger. 
This phenomenon is due to the cumulative effect of 
muscle tension under load and the active release 
produced by S.M.A.R.T. technology. 
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Recovery Force

Management Team

Matt has professional experience in medical devices, 

systems and technologies to maintain and enhance human 

performance. His passion and experience in health and 

fitness led to the development of S.M.A.R.T. technology.

Brian has extensive experience in modern information 

technologies and technical process improvement. This 

expertise, coupled with his keen interest in active lifestyle 

sports, brought S.M.A.R.T. technology to life.

Matt has extensive experience in the manufacturing and 

distribution industries. He is responsible for the timely 

production, delivery and quality of S.M.A.R.T. products.

Emmanuel has built brands to serve numerous global 

markets. He is responsible for ensuring that S.M.A.R.T. 

technology customers and partners receive the best product 

information and service, before and after the sale.

Matthew Wyatt
Founder & CEO 

Brian Stasey
Founder & Executive Vice President

Matt Wainscott
Vice President of Operations 

Emmanuel Colliot
Vice President of Sales and Marketing 



Recover Your Best Self™

S.M.A.R.T. products let 
you recover your best self 
— before and after activity. 

Our “Wearable Massage™” fits the 
rhythm of your life, whether you’re 
at rest or on the move.
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REGISTRATIONS

ISO 13485

CAGE Code 75KR5

DUNS 07-941-3560

FDA Registered

S.M.A.R.T. BENEFITS 

• Relief of muscle aches

• Increased circulation 
to targeted areas

• Enhanced agility, 
strength and reaction 
times

• Improved circulatory 
system performance

• Mobile and silent

• Can be used with 
other solutions

EXPERT ADVISORS

MARK GUMMIN, PhD

TERRY TRAMMELL, MD

KEVIN MACADAEG, MD

COL. DAVID AUGUSTINE (ret.)

COBY FLEENER, NFL Tight End
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12175 Visionary Way
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Fishers, Indiana 46038

(866) 735-6245
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